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Let ω ( x ) b e a positive locally integrable weight on [0,1]. Discussed
are conditions on ω necessary and sufficient for the (dyadic) Hardy-
Littlewood maximal function to map L log L(wdx) into Lι(ω dx) or
into weak L1.
1. Introduction, Let Mf denote the (dyadic) Hardy-Littlewood
maximal function of/, for/locally integrable on Rn. That is,
M/(x)=sup ±-f I/I,
x<=Q \ΰ\JQ
the sup being taken over all dyadic cubes in Rn containing x. It is
well-known that M is a bounded operator from Lp(Rn) to Lp(Rn) when
p > 1, takes L1 to weak L\ and for functions/supported in a dyadic cube
Q
o
 satisfies
Mf<c[ |/|log+|/|+C|β0|.
Qo JQo
More recently, Muckenhoupt and others have studied the behaviour of M
when the Lp spaces with respect to Lebesgue measure are replaced by
those with respect to the measure ω(x) dx, ω e Lιloc. A nonnegative
locally integrable function ω is said to be in Muckenhoupt's (dyadic) Ap
class for 1 < p < oo if
(1.1) sup
Q dyadic
ωQ
ω(x) 0 0 .L«(ω dx/ω(Q))
Here \/p + \/q = 1, ωQ is the average (l/\Q\)fQ ω of ω over Q and
ω(Q) = SQ ω (More generally, if E is a measurable set in Rn we denote
SE ω by ω(E) ) I n P] ? Muckenhoupt proved that given ω G L 1^ there
exists a constant C = Cpωn such that
(1.2) / \Mffω ϊ Cj |/fω
if and only if ω is in the Ap class, and that ω{Mf > λ} < (C/λ)/ |/ |ω if
and only if ω is in the A
x
 class. It would therefore seem reasonable to
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expect that a necessary and sufficient condition on ω e Lιloc for the
existence of a C such that
(1.3) / Mfω<cί |/ | log + | / |ω + C<o(<20)
JQo JQo
should hold whenever supp/c Q
o
 would be obtained by taking the
"exponential limit" as q -> oo in (1.1). That is, ω should satisfy what we
shall call the A* condition:
(A*) There exists an ε > 0 and a C > 1 such that
f I εωQ \ o>(x)dx _,
sup / exp —r~- \' < C.
β dyadic 'fl l«W) «(β)
Unfortunately, while A* is necessary for (1.3) to hold, it is not
sufficient (as we shall see in §4). In §3 we give a necessary and sufficient
condition A** that (1.3) hold. This condition may be realized as the
"exponential limit" as q -> oo of certain other expressions, which, for
each p > 1 are equivalent with the Ap condition. The equivalence breaks
down in the limit, however, and A* turns out to be necessary and
sufficient only for M to take L log L(ω dx) to weak Lι(ω dx). In §4 we
prove this fact, and we compare our rather complicated condition A** to
growth conditions on Ap(ω) as/? 11, and see that none of these conditions
is adequate to describe A**. It would be of interest to find a more concise,
easy-to-verify form of A**.
Central to our proof of the equivalence of A** with (1.3) is a new
proof of the weighted Lp theorem which does not rely upon interpolation
or upon the step "ω e Ap => ω e Ap_ε for some ε > 0", used both by
Muckenhoupt and Coifman and C. Fefferman, [2]. E. Sawyer [4] and M.
Christ and R. Fefferman [1] have recently given other such proofs, but
neither proof has a counterpart in the L log L setting. Section 2 is devoted
to this new proof.
For simplicity, we choose to work with the dyadic Hardy-Littlewood
maximal operator in this note. However, our results can easily be ex-
tended to those for the full maximal operator by standard techniques.
Finally, C denotes a constant depending only possibly on the dimension
(but not necessarily the same at each occurrence), and dependence of
constants upon other quantities is indicated by subscripts.
2. The weighted Lp theorem. In this section we give a new proof of
the weighted Lp theorem of Muckenhoupt. We shall need the insights it
provides when we treat the case of L log L in §3.
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We first prove the elementary fact that if ω e Ap9 then (\/ω)q~ι
satisfies the doubling condition.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose ω G A . Then there exists an a < 1 such that
whenever E is a measurable subset of a cube Q and \E\ < \\Q\, we have
« ( β ) "
Proof. By Holder's inequality we have
that is,
Thus if ω e Λ and | £ | < i | β | we obtain
Hence
ithβ = 1 - (2Apy. D
THEOREM 2.2. Let p > 1. TfteH ω G Ap if and only if there exists a
constant Cpω such that
f \Mffω<Cp,ωj \ffω foraUfeL'{ω).
Proof. As in [3], setting/ = χQω~ι/p~ι, we see that (1.2) implies that
ω e Ap. To see that Ap is sufficient for (1.2), we apply a Calderόn-
Zygmund decomposition to Mf, and choosing Rk = 2k(n+1\ we write
Dk = {Mf> Rk) = UJQJ, where the β^ are the maximal dyadic cubes
satisfying
inRk ^ -ΠΓ ί I/I > Λ Λ .
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Notice that \Q) Π Dk+1\ < £|β*| by our choice of Rk. Let Ek = Dk-
\Mffω
ΣΓΣΣΛ
k j i-o\JQjr>Ek+l
\ ι / q
\ff»dχ
j
\JQfnEk+l
By repeated application of Lemma 2.1, we see that
/ —ωdx<a'\ —ωdx.
Consequently,
*ΣΣ /
k j ι=o\JQlJnEk+ι
00
k /=0
00
ι=o k
00
l/p
We therefore obtain
/ \M/fω
with
cPtω = ς ^ ; ( i - a1
3. The L log L theorem. In this section we give a necessary and
sufficient condition on ω for the maximal function to be bounded from L
log L(ω) to Lι(ω) locally. By a Calderόn-Zygmund decomposition of a
dyadic cube Q we shall mean a collection of dyadic subcubes {Qj}
 k>0 of
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Q such that (a) in Q) n int Qf = 0 if j # /, (b) each Q*+1 is contained in
some Qf9 k > 0, and (c) the 0-th generation of cubes consists of the single
cube Q. In such a situation, we write Dk = UJQJ and Ek = Dk — Dk+1.
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions on a locally integrable ω are
equivalent:
(i) There exists a constant C
ω
 such that whenever f is supported in a
dyadic cube Q, then
ί Mfω < Cj |/ | log+ |/|ω + C
ω
ω(β).
JQ JQ
(ϋ) (A**) There exists an ε > 0 and a C
ω
 such that whenever Q is a
dyadic cube and {Qj} is a Calderόn-Zygmunddecomposition of Q, then
,ΓiEk) , A ωdx
(iii) There exists an ε > 0 and a C
ω
 such that whenever T is a positive
linear operator satisfying \Tf(x)\ < Mf(x), and Q is a dyadic cube, then
r I 1 ΛXQωnΛ) ωdx ^
/ exp ε f— - τ - γ < C
ω
.
JQ \ ω(x) j ω(Q)
(Here, T* is the adjoint of T with respect to L2(dx), i.e. j(Tf)gdx =
ff(T*g)dx.)
Proof. We shall show (i) =» (iii) => (ii) => (i).
(i) => (iii). Suppose Q is a dyadic cube and T is a positive linear
operator with \Tf(x)\ < Mf(x). Let E = {x e Q\T*(χQω)(x) > ω(x)}.
Let
for a small ε to be determined later. Then
ω
r [X^l
ωdχ= f Tg(ύdx< f Mgωdx
J ω JQ JQ
< C
ω
 ί glog+ gω dx + C
ω
ω(Q) (by (i))
Jn
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If we now choose ε such that C
ω
ε < 1 we obtain (in).
(in) => (ii). If Q is a dyadic cube and {Qj} is a Calderόn-Zygmund
decomposition of Q, let
k j \\£j\
Then clearly |7J(JC)| < Mf(x) and
Thus (ii) is a special case of (in).
(ii) => (i). We assume that / is supported inside a dyadic cube Q and
proceed as in the positive part of Theorem 2.2 with the same Calderόn-
Zygmund decomposition used there. Then the collection { β j π β } ^
together with Q forms a Calderόn-Zygmund decomposition of Q in the
sense above. So we have
00
ί Mfωdx< CΣRM
\fW(Qkj KQCΛEk) + Cω(Q)
g ,
by Young's inequality and (ii). We have finished the proof of the theo-
rem. D
REMARK. We may re-work the above proof in the case of Lp to obtain
a condition similar to A** (involving Calderόn-Zygmund decompositions
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of cubes, but with the exponential replaced by an ZΛnorm) which would
necessarily be equivalent to Ap. As noted in the introduction, the equiva-
lence fails in the L log L case and A** turns out to be strictly stronger
than A*. See the following section.
4. A comparison of A** with A* and related conditions. While it is
clear that A
λ
 => A** => A*, we give in this section some examples to show
that the reverse implications do not hold. We show the equivalence
between A* and the growth condition Ap = O(l/(p - 1)), and show that
no growth condition Ap = O((l/(p - l))β) with β > 0 is sufficient to
imply Λ**. Finally, although an inequality of the form \\Mf\\MP(ω)<
(C/(P ~~ l))ll/IL*(ω) i s sufficient for ω to be in A** by Yano's theorem
[5], we give an example to show that such an inequality is not necessary.
If 0 < a < oo and any of the equivalent conditions of Proposition 4.1
below is satisfied, we say that ω belongs to A*.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let 0 < a < oo. Then the following conditions on a
locally integrable ω are equivalent:
(i) There exists an ε > 0, and a C
ω
 such that
sup / expl—^1 - ^ r = C
ω
 < oo.
<2dyadic JQ \ ω I ω ( β )
(ii) There exists a C
ω
 such that
ω{Mf> λ} < C
ω
f
) = O((l/(p - I))1/") asp 11.
Proof. We show the implications (i) => (ii) => (iii) => (i), and, for
simplicity, treat only the case α = 1.
(i) =» (ii). Suppose ε > 0 is such that
r (MQ\ ωx
SUp / exp — —r-r < C
ω
.
Q JQ \ ω /ω(β)
By Young's inequality, we see that
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By homogeneity it suffices to show that
ω{M/> λ0} < j |/|(l + \og+\f\)ωdx
for some fixed λ0, which we take to be CωC + Cε. Now, by (4.1),
{Mf> λ0} = UQj, where the Qj are disjoint dyadic cubes satisfying
fQj |/|(1 + log+|/|)ω dx/ω(Q) > 1. Hence
ω{M/> λ0} = ω(\jQj) ^ j 1/1(1 + log+|/|)ω dx.
(ii) => (iii). Using the inequality a(l + log+ a) < (C/(p - ΐ))ap
(valid when a > 1/2 and p > 1) and combining it with the fact that if
ω{Mf> λ} < (A/λp)j \f\pω, then Ap(ω) < CpAι/p, we see the result
immediately.
(iii) => (i). Expanding out the exponential,
JnQ =
 f Y
ω j ω(Q) " 4 ,r0 k\ [ ω I ω(Q)
< l + ^ + Σ τ ^ Q V < C ife<(2eC
ω
y\ D
We remark here that it can also be shown that the condition A* is
equivalent to the seemingly stronger condition
εM(ωχQ)\a ωdxsup exp —r-- < oo.
Fory e Z, let /y = [2~y-1,2~y), and from now on we consider weights
of the form
We shall restrict ourselves to sequences satisfying ω^  = ω0, Λ: < 0, ί*^  J, 0 as
j -> oo, and ωy < Cω^ !^ for ally.
LEMMA 4.2. Leί ω(x) be a weight of the above form.
( a ) ω G ^ « 3 ε > 0 , C
ω
 swcA that
F\ \ωj/ 2* ω 2 '*
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(b) ω <= A** => 3 ε > 0, C
ω
 such that
Proof, (a) We need only check the yί * condition on dyadic intervals of
the form [ 0 , 2 " w ) , / n e Z , since ω is constant on all others. Also, because
of the form of ω, only the positive integers are relevant. On such an
interval / = [0,2~ m \ m > 0, ω(7) * ω
w
/2 m and ω7 « ωm, and the expres-
sion forΛJ follows.
(b) Since (1/JC)/0* |/(/) | A < CMf(x), ω G Λ** impUes that
J
o
whenever supp/ c [0,1]. By duality, we obtain
which reduces to the above expression. D
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let ωy = (j + l)~β where 0 < β < oo.
(a) ω e A* <=> aβ < 1
(b) ω e ^4** <=> >8 < 1
(c) ω e v4
x
 <=> j8 = 0.
Consequently no two of the conditions Al9 A**, A* = A* coincide.
Proof, (c) is obvious; so is (a) and the forward implication of (b) once
we have applied the previous lemma. To prove the reverse implication of
(b), we reverse the steps of part (b) of the lemma. Let
M
o
f(x) = sup — / \f(t)\dt,
j c e / \1\JI
\I\<x
and for n > 1,
MJ(x)= sup τyr/l/ίOμ.
2"-1x<\I\<2nx
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(Here, we are assuming that supp/ c [0,2~m) for some integer m, ω being
constant on all other dyadic cubes.) Then Mf(x) <, Σ^
= o
 M
n
f(x). Now
Γ" M
o
f(x)ω(x) dx= £<*kf M
o
f(x) dx
\f\ωdx + Cω([092~~m))9
by the unweighted L log L theorem and the property ωJ+1 < ωy < CωJ+1
of ω. Now let Mf(x) = Σ^
= 1 Mnf(x); notice that
2n x Jo
Hence,
f ( Σ r^f",
o \
w
= i 2 W L Jt/2n+ι x
~
m
 ( ε„ n~m (C
ε
 exp
ω(ί) „ . ! 2""
With a little calculation, the reader may verify that the last term is
dominated by ω(0,2" w ) in the case ωy = (j + 1)"^, 0 < β < 1. D
EXAMPLE 4.4. For each α, 1 < a < oo, there exists ω ^ A* — A**.
Proof. Let λ = 2 " 1 / α , and let ίoy = λr when nr_ι < j < nr. Here, nr is
an increasing sequence of positive integers, « 0 = 0; l e t Δ r = nr— nr_1 =
#{j\ωj = λ r },sothatn
r
 = Δ
x
 + + Δ
r
.
Let 0 = r0 < rx < rλ " - be an increasing sequence of positive in-
tegers (rj = j will do) and for Σy~\ η < r < Σ!j=ι rj9 let Δ r =
22r1+2r2+ +2r/_1+r/+2-r τ h u s | Δ j ίs a rearrangement of the geometric
progression {2 r }, and clearly any set of j consecutive Δ/s must contain
one of size greater than or equal to 2 y + 1 ; thus
(4.2) Λ « + J , - Π , « Δ , + 1 + •' + Δq+J>2^1 \fj\\fq.
On the other hand,
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and therefore
=
 2ri+m"+rk+ι+1 — 4 = Δ — 4.
Therefore
r\+
(4.3) Δ
Γ I + . . . + Γ Λ + 1 > Σ Δ, V*.
Now our sequence ωy satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.2; we shall use
(4.2) to prove that ω e A*9 and (4.3) to prove that ω £ A**.
To see that ω e A*9 we suppose that nq_ι <j < nq and compute the
expression in Lemma 4.2.(a):
Σ
2 7 eε +
 ω
. Σ Σ *
ε
 ok
ϊ=j J p
00
< 2eε + V
C i f ε < ^ , by (4.2).
If ω were in Λ**, Lemma 4.2.(b) would give the existence of C
ω
 and ε
such that
oo
 nP Λ n
00 Λp HP
Forε<(log2)/2,
c < y - < r
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and so if ω were in Λ**, we would have that for all ε sufficiently small
satisfies ap(ε) < 1 for all but finitely many/?. We shall now show that for
arbitrarily small ε, log ap(ε) can be nonnegative for infinitely many/?, and
so ω cannot be in A**. Observe that
loga,(ε) ( 1 ^ . 1 )
np_λ
and so if we choose/* = r
x
 + r2 + + rk+1 + 1, (4.3) implies that
1 O g 2
logα,(ε)
iik = k(ε) is chosen sufficiently large. This completes the example. D
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let ω, = (j + l)~β, with 0 < β < 1. While ω e y4** by
Proposition 4.3, ω does not satisfy / \Mf\pω < Cp/(p - l)pf \f\pω as
Pil.
Proof. Letg(x) = Qo&l/x))"* (1/p + \/q = 1). Then||g||£,(ω) = 1,
and
||M/1U,(ω)>Csup{|/ (Tf)gωdx
where
But
f (Tf)gωdx = ff(tg)ωdx
where
,
 x
 ,
 x
 dx „ L 2\β/«+ι2\P q+l
with our choice of g. Hence
Chi)'"')
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(where Mp = sup{||M/||L, ( ω ) | | | / | | L , ( ω ) < 1}), and, since log(2/0 <£ L«\
Mp is not O(l/(p - 1)) as/? J,L
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